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Czech 

Religion and diacritics: 
The case of Czech orthography 

Tilman Berger 

0. Introduction 

Modem Czech orthography is characterized by an elaborate system of dia
critics which has served as a model for several other Slavonic languages 
(Croatian, Sloven ian, both Sorabian languages and, of course, Slovakian), 
for some non-Slavonic languages (such as Latvian and Lithuanian), and for 
the most common system of Cyrillic transliteration. Since this system of 
diacritics goes back to proposals attributed to the Czech religious reformer 
and reformer of orthography Jan Hus at the beginning of the 15th century, 
and became so influential afterwards, pre-existing orthographic systems 
have tended to be neglected in the linguistic literature, and the evolution of 
Czech orthography is usually described and presented in a teleo logical way, 
stressing the shortcomings of the older systems and praising the ingenious 
invention of Jan Hus (cf. Sedlacek 1993; for a more neutral general 
overview cf. Pleskalova and SefCik 2007). In this article, I would like to 
show that the pathway to the modem orthographic system has been more 
complicated than most descriptions assume, and that alternative evolutions 
were at some points possible. 

1. The Czech phonological system 

To begin with, I would like to summarize the peculiarities of the Czech 
phonological system which posed a problem to anybody trying to write 
Czech names or words using the letters of the Latin alphabet. First of all, 
I should point out that several sibilants exist in the phonological system 
which are not accounted for in the Latin alphabet, i.e., [JJ , [3], [t]] , and the 
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pec uliar sound [f3], a Czech "shibboleth", which is rendered by <f> in the 
modern orthographical system. Secondly, there existed palatalized 
consonants, and thirdly, (distinctive) vowel length. These three main 
features are characteristic of Old Czech as well as Modern Czech. Other 
features which a re relevant only for Old Czech will not be discussed here, 
such as the additional vowels [i] and [ij or the distinction between syllabic 
and non-syllabic r between consonants. 

2. "Primitive orthography" (lOth century) 

When efforts were first made in the I Oth century to write Czech proper 
names with Latin lette rs, copyists simply used Latin letters that were close 
to the Czech sound and were not concerned about the possible ambiguity of 
such writing. Consider the following names from the chronicle of Cosmas 
of Prague, which was written in the 12th century, and their equivalents in 
modem orthography: 

( I) Kladzco - Kladsko, Crocco - Krok, Bracizlau - Brecislav, 
Crinin -Cernin, Sate - Zatec, Wissegrad - Vy~ehrad 
(all examples from Bretholz 1955) 

Thus, the letter <c> could be used to render [k] as well as [ts] and (t]], <s> 
and <l> were used to render [s] as we ll as [J], and <z> was used to render 
[z] as well as [3], and sometimes even [s]. Other distinctions, such as 
palatalization or vowel length, were simply ignored . This system, which is 
known as " primitive orthography" (primiLivni pravopis) in Czech linguis
tics, continued to be used until the 13th century, and was applied in the first 
written Czech texts too. The following examples (n°s 2 and 3) illustrate this 
primitive orthography (with its equiva lent in modem orthography): 

(2) Wlah dal gefi dolafzemu bogu ifuiatemufcepanu 
Vlach dal jest Dol as zeri:tu bogu i svatemu Scepanu (Porak 1979a: 31) 
'VIach gave land in Dolany to God and to Saint Stephen' 

(3) [Z]lovo do zveta tworene v bofiu zhowano 
Slovo do sveta stvoren ie v bo~tvl schovano (Porak 1979a: 32) 
'The word was till the creation of the world hidden in divinity' 

Even in these early texts, some effort was made to write sounds that were 
characteristic of the Czech language in a more precise way. Palatalization 
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was sometimes rendered by the vowel <i> (cf.juiatemu), and digraphs _like 
<0> or <cz> were used instead of sibilants (in this case, [J] and [tj]). 
However, this strategy was used in a rather unsystematic way. 

3. "Older Digraph Orthography" (14th century) 

The first systematic attempt to define a precise orthographic system for 
Czech appears in a group of verse legends written at the end of the 13th and 
at the beginning of the 14th century (cf. Havranek 1936: 22- 23). We do not 
know who invented this system, nor do we know whether it was a single 
person or a group of authors. He (or they) introduced digraphs and even 
one trigraph to represent sibilants, consistently marked palatalization by 
<i>, and sporadically even rendered vowel length by doubling the vowel 
letter or by adding a diacritical sign. This system was used in a number of 
manuscripts (mainly legends in verse), but was not successful in the long 
run . The failure of this "Older Digraph Orthography" (spfeikovy pravopis 
starsiho typu) is not surprising if we take a closer look at the rather 
awkward system of digraphs which quite often uses simple letters for 
complex sounds and vice versa, consider the follow ing equivalents (4) and 
a short example in (5) (cf. Cejnar 1964: 168- 169): 

(4) [~ = <z:z>, [z] = <z>, UJ = <ll>, [3] = <s>, [ts] = <cz>, [I]] = <czh>, 
[f3] = <rs> 

(5) kak ho :zyn, kak wnuk na male z:ie y:zii z:by/i na zzem zzwierye 
kak ho syn, kak vnuk na male se jsu sbyli na sem svete . . . 
'As well his son as his grandson shortly afterwards stayed behmd m th1s 
world' 

The artificial character of the "Older Digraph Orthography ' may be ex
plained by the fact that it was not the result of a gradual evolution, but w~ 
the conscious creation of an individual (or a group of indi iduals). Th1s 
correlates with the fact that the first Czech texts were produced by a small 
intellectual elite linked to the royal court in Prague, whereas legal 
documents and administrative texts were still written in Latin. 

~ ---~- -~~~' 
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4. "Newer Digraph Orthography" 

ln the first half of the 14th century more and more Czech texts were 
produced, mainly literary texts, but from the middle of the century 
~nwards, ~zech also came to be used in administrative texts. Lnstead of the 
Older D1graph Orthography" a new system was used which was much 

c!o~er to the "primitive" system. It distinguished voiced and unvoiced 
Sibilants and affricates, but did not take the distinction between alveolar 
a1.1d postalveolar sibilants into accou~. For e~mple, the letter <c> and the 
~lgraph <cz> w~re used for both .[ts] and [tj], occasionally the trigraph 

cz.C> was used m the same funct1on as well. Palatalization was marked 
regularly by .:::i> or <y>; vowel length was marked (although very rarely) 
by the doublmg o~ vowels or by the use of digraphs such as < ij>. 
~p~arently, .no .satisfactory solution was found for the rendering of 
Sibilants, wh1ch IS not surprising if one bears in mind that the two other 
languages with a longer literary tradition in Bohemia, i.e., Latin and 
German, had a much simpler system of sibilants (for example they Jacked 
[3]). The ''Newer Digraph Orthography" seems to have fu l fill~d the needs 
of l~n~uage users quite well - th is system was commonly used until the 
begmnmg of the 15th century. To illustrate this system, let us look at the 
first words of a famous old Czech love song called Zavisova piseft ' Song of 
Zavis ', written at the end of the 14th century (Porak 1979a, 1 15): 

(6) CJ_yzt m ne wffe radofl oflawa I gyz me wjfe vtiechi ftanu . 
Jtff m~ v~~ radost ostflva I jif me v~e utechy stanu. 
' Already all pleasure has left me I already all my comfort has become ... ' 

5. The reform proposals of Jan Hus 

!he most important and influential proposal to reform Czech orthography 
IS contained in a Latin treatise from the early 15th century which Frantisek 
Palacky discovered in a library in Southern Bohemia in 1827. Th is treatise 
which is known under the name De orthographia bohemica proposes a 
system of diacritic signs which marked the length of vowels (e.g., <a> vs. 
<a>) and distinguished between consonants that did not exist in Latin and 
their Latin counterparts, e.g., the distinction of <~ < i'> <i\> vs <c> <r> ' ' . ' ' 
<n> (the author uses a diacritical dot, i.e., c, P, n). The proposal was based 
on a detailed analysis of Old Czech pronunciation and the phonetic 
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differences which were not taken into account in the contemporary system. 
The fo llowing quotation shows the way of argumentation of the treatise: 

Ecce qui vis Bohemice scribere habes differencias literarum positas et noli 
ponere duplex zz cum vocalibus quia si centum z pones non facient plus in 
sono vel aliter quam z. Sed pone z. (Schr6pfer 1968: 86) 
[Now, if you want to write in Czech, you wi ll have marked differences of 
letters. And don 't write double zz with vowels, since even if you write a 
hundred z, they will not sound differently from z. Instead write z.] 

The treatise is traditionally attributed to the priest and re ligious reformer 
Jan Hus (born ea. 1370). He was a professor of Charles University in 
Prague from 1400 and one of the instigators of the Decree of Kutna Hora 
( 1409) which gave the majority of votes at the university to the " Bohemian 
nation". As a result students and professors of other "nations" left Prague 
and founded the University of Leipzig. At the same time Hus became more 
and more critical of the official teachings of the Catholic Church, partly 
under the influence of Wycliffe. In 1410 he was excommunicated, but 
continued to preach at the Bethlehem Chapel in Prague. In 1412 he had to 
go into hiding and lived in South Bohemia under the protection of local 
gentry. In 1414 he returned to Prague and was summoned to the Council of 
Constance where he was imprisoned and sentenced to death for heresy. He 
was burned in Constance on 6th of July 1415. 

Although his main theological works were written in Latin, Hus used to 
preach in Czech and also wrote some minor theological texts in this 
language. On several occasions he commented the language use of his 
contemporaries and condemned German influence on Czech. TI1e attri
bution of the treatise to him relies mainly on the similarity of opinions of 
the author of the De orthographia bohemica and also on the fact that the 
author of the treatise evidently was a highly educated intellectual with good 
knowledge of ancient languages. 

There has been a lot of discussion as to how far the author of De ortho
graphia bohemica was influenced by other orthographical systems (cf. 
Schropfer 1968: 23-30), and it has been pointed out that most elements of 
his system sporadically occur in older texts (e.g., the dot marking 
palatalization). Nevertheless the treatise is an ingenious original work 
wh ich is far ahead of its time. Exaggerating slightly, Schropfer ( 1968: 31) 
has called Hus's treatise "the first phonetic description of a Slavonic lan
guage". 
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However, Hus' s orthography was not accepted at once. It is not certain 
whether or not he used it himself in his few Czech writings, and there are 
only a few manuscripts from the first half of the 15th century that use the 
"diacritical orthography". We even cannot cite an example of his ortho
graphy which is longer than one word, since the preserved manuscripts use 
his system only inconsequently. For example, the beginning of the Lord' s 
Prayer, an example given in Hus's orthographia, is written as follows (in
stead of the original dot in Hus's we use the modern diacritic <V>): 

(7a) Ot~e naS, gez gfi naebefieh ofwiet'fie gmie twe (Schropfer 1968: 88), 

although we would expect the following form: 

(7b) Ot~e nM, gez gfi na nebefieh ofwiet' fie gmie twe. 

Some elements were soon changed, since they proved to be rather imprac
tical. Consequently, the use of a hook (hcicek) replaced the dot Hus had 
introduced, and the diacritical s ign was moved from letters with ascenders 
such as <d> and <t> to the neighbouring vowel (<dC>, <tC> instead of 
<d'e>, <t'e> ). The same was true for the use of the hcicek on the long <1>, 
so U1 continued to be written <lf.>. 

All in all it is not possible to decide whether Hus as the author of De 
orthographia bohemica really planned to introduce a new orthography. His 
genuine interest for the vernacular goes hand in hand with the re lig ious 
movement supporting sermons in Czech, but the treatise itself is more of an 
academic text, written for a small group of people. This would change with 
the introduction of printing about seventy years later. 

6. The introduction of printing 

The techno logy which was invented by Johannes Gutenberg in the middle 
of the 15th century soon found its way to neighbouring countries. 
According to traditionaJ views, the first book which was printed in the 
Czech lands was the "Chronicle of Troy" (Kronika trojcinskci), issued in 
Plzeii. It is dated to 1468 by a handwritten notice, but could in fact have 
been written some years later. Other scholars assume that the first book was 
the "Statute of Arnost z Pardubic" (Statuta Arnosta z Pardubic) from 1476, 
also issued in Plzeii. In both cases the name of the printer is not known, but 
we have to take into account the fact that Plzei'\ was a predominantly Czech 
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(and Catholic) town with close relations to Germany. The next most 
important books were the New Testament, published in Prague in 1479, 
and the so-called Prague Bible from 1488. 

The printers began to use diacritical signs right from the beginning, 
though at first in a rather unsystematic way. For example, the Spis o novych 
zemich [On the new lands and the new world] (a translation of Vespucci), 
printed in 1502/ 1503 by MikulM Bakalar in Plzei'\, cons istently uses <Z> 
and sometimes <C> and <~>, but vowel length is marked only rarely by 
digraphs such as <ij>; [f3] is rendered by <rz>; and <lf.> is the main means 
to render U1 (<S> was used only at the end of words). Cf. the title of the 
book (Porak 1979a, 24 1 ): 

(8a) Spis o nowych zemiech a o nowem fwietie, o niemzto gfme pnve iadne 
:namofti neme/i ani kdy czojlychali. 
[Treatise about the new lands and the new world, about which we did not 
have any news earlier nor did we hear anything about it.] 

In modem orthography this text wou ld look as follows: 

(8b) Spis o nov)'ch zemiech a o novem sw~t~, o n~mZto jsme prve Mdne zna
mosti nem~li ani kdy co slychali. 

Simi lar systems can be found in other printed books dating from this time, 
but the who le of the 16th century was characterised by extensive variation 
of orthography in printed books. Two major types of variation can be 
distinguished: competing systems, and language change. 

The digraph and the diacritical system compete, resulting in various 
mixed systems which have been described in detail by Ponik ( 1979b). Cf. 
the following quotation from the book "Rules of Human Life" (Pravid/a 
/idskeho iivota), written and edited by the humanist Mikulas Konac 
z Hodiskova in 1528: 

Prawij, re byl gede[n] welikomocny krAI krahio w lndij gmene[m] seru:as: 
kter)lz m~ I knijeze n~kterakee[h]o gmenem Beled .... M~ I g[el]t take hbu 
rzet a krotkoll iazyku. (Porak 1979a, 250) 
[They say that there was a mighty king of kings in India, called Sedr-2, who 
had a certain knight called Beled .... He also had a pleasant speech and a 
blandness of language.] 

Here we see that vowel quantity is sometimes marked by diacritics (krcil, 
Sedrcis, kteryi) and sometimes by digraphs (prawij, nekterakeeho); some-
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times it is not marked at all (gmenem instead of gmenem). The diacritic is 
used regularly in <Z>, sporadically in <C> and <r> . 

In the second half of the 16th century the diacritical system achieved 
success, but several characteristics of Hus's proposal were lost. Only <Z>, 
<C>, <r> and <ii>, and the long vowels <a.> and <e> were used along the 
li~es of the original proposal. Instead of <S>, the digraph <0> dominates; 
dt.graphs wer~ also used instead of diacritics on capital letters, except for 
<2>; C and R were rendered by <CZ> and < RZ>. The letters <ii>, <d'> and 
<t'> were used only at the end of a syllable. The long vowel [i:] was not 
rendered by < i>, but by <j> - resulting from the o lder digraph <ij>. The 
character <e>, which was not part of Hus's proposal, was used to mark 
palatalization before e. Many printers also used the letter <l>, today still in 
use in Polish orthography, to render a "hard" /. This phoneme was lost in 
the West in the 15th century, but continued to exist in Eastern dialects till 
modem times. 

Another type of variation was caused by phonological changes which 
had occurred since the 15th century (cf. Lamprecht, Slosar, and Bauer 
1986: I 07- ll I): in the first place, monophthongization of the diphthongs 
[ie] and [uo] (resulting in [i:] and [u:]), and the diphthongization of the long 
vowels [i:] and [u:] (resulting in [cl] and [:m]). While these vowel shifts 
began to take place in the western part and slowly migrated eastwards 
(though never reaching Slovakia or parts of Moravia), the result of this 
gradual development was not uniform, and different printers used different 
strategies to deal with it. In view of the fact that books from the West were 
also used in the East, the conservative position that one should continue to 
write as in former times tended to dominate. In the end, only in two of the 
four cases was orthography adapted to pronunciation (<i> or <J> instead of 
the older <ie>, <au>/<ou> instead of the older <u> ). In one case, a special 
convention helped to maintain a visual reminder of the older state (<U>, 
i.e., < u> with a superscripted <o>, instead of the older graphy <uo>); and 
in one case the historical notation was preserved (<y> not <ej>). We may 
compare the following examples: 

(9) (monophthongization): miera ' measure' > mjra 
buoh 'God' > bUh 

(diphthongization): pycha ' pride' > pejcha (written pycha) 
kut 'corner' > kout (written kaut) 
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7. tandardization of orthography 

From the 1530s onwards, a process of standardization of orthography took 
place. As opposed to what happened in other Slavonic countries (such as 
Poland and Russia), printers did not play the main ro le here. The first 
proposals for a unified orthography were made by three Protestant priests: 
Benes Optat, Petr Gzel and Vaclav Filomates, who published the first 
Czech grammar in 1533, known as the "Grammar ofNamest"' (Namest~·/ui 
mluvnice), cf. Optat, Gzel and Philomates (1974). These priests had edited 
a new translation of the New Testament on the basis of Erasmus' Latin 
New Testament and stressed the necessity of a uniform and consistent 
orthography for their language. The authors advocated the use of diacritics 
with the modifications mentioned in section 6, but they had rather conser
vative views on other linguistic questions: for example, they propagated 
synthetic verb fonns, which had disappeared about a hundred years earlier. 
The refore, the main critic of their grammar, Jan Blahoslav, who wrote a 
long text entitled "Czech grammar" (Gramatica ceslui), receives much 
more attention in modern linguistic literature, even though his text was 
published only in the 19th century, whereas the Grammar of Namest' was 
reprinted several times in the 16th and 17th centuries. Jan Blahoslav ( 1523-
1571) was a bishop of the Czech Brethren and a member of a group of 
translators who decided to prepare a new translation of the Bible. This 
trans lation, the " Kralice Bible" (Kraliclui Bible), was printed in the small 
v illage of Kralice close to Namest' between 1579 and 1593 and was widely 
distributed by the Czech Brethren. Because of his death at an early age, 
Blahoslav himself participated only in the translation of the New 
Testament; nevertheless, he was evidently one of the people who had 
advocated and realized the unified orthography found in the Bible 
translation . Cf. the following quotation fTom another of his texts, a book on 
music, published between I 558 and 1569: 

Ponewad~ o Muzyce napfati netco vlofil fem , Neyprw ale Co by muzyka 
byla necht' se powj. (Ponik 1979a, 269) 
[Since I decided to write something about music, yet first of all it should be 
explained what music is.] 

T he Kralice Bible enjoyed a high esteem till the 20th century and is 
cons idered as the main text of the Golden period of the Czech language. 
T he orthographic system which was consistently used in the Kralice Bible 
is usually called "The Brethren 's Orthography" (bratrsk:y pravopis). lt was 
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to ~erve as a model for printed books throughout the 17th and 18th cen
tunes, even after the expulsion of Protestants from the Czech lands in 1627 
after the Catholic party had prevailed in the first phases of the Thirty Years' 
War. 

. lt is very interesting that Catholic authors explicitly mentioned the Bible 
m grammars and orthographic treatises, although it was forbidden to 
possess and read this Bible in the Czech lands. Cf. the following quote 
from the title pag~ of the well-known treatise iacek 'The Pupil', published 
by Matej V aclav Stejer in 1668 (and reprinted in 1730 and 1781 ): 

An excellent way to write and print well in Czech extracted trom the Czech 
Bible, which is divided into several parts and is ~xplained by comments in 
the margin and is in high esteem among non-Catholics. However, because 
of its heretical errors, it should not be read nor possessed by Catholics. 
Nevertheless, since it was above other Czech books, printed in a more 
proper, better and a more diligent way than other Czech books, its way of 
writing must be praised beyond all measure. 

8. Manuscript usage 

At the same time as this unified system of orthography came into use in 
most books, manuscripts continued to employ a much simpler system re
miniscent of the "Newer Digraph Orthography". It borrowed only one letter 
from the diacritical system, namely the <Z>, and used it as the second 
element of digraphs not only in capital letters (as in the Brethren's 
orthographyb_ but also in lower case letters: (t]] was rendered by <cZ> (as 
opposed to [ts] which was written by the digraph <cz>); [rJ] was rendered 
by <rZ>. Vowel length was not marked at all; palatalization was marked by 
<i> (in the same way as in the Newer Digraph Orthography). 

This system, which Cejka ( 1999) calls "orthography pro foro intemo", 
was used in virtually all personal writings and in manuscripts until the end 
of the 18th century. Although it neglected the important phonological 
opposition between short and long vowels, it proved to be very practical for 
the writer, and it was flexible, since it allowed the writer to note dialectal 
words as well. The fact that it was not so comfortable for the reader 
apparently was not a major problem: the distinction between an ortho
graphy for the writer and a different one for the reader was introduced by 
Sgall into the discussion on Czech orthography, and has been quantified in 
an interesting study by Karel Kucera in 1998. 

' -------------~··. . ---
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Both systems existed side by side for quite a long time. Grammars from 
the late 17th and the early 18th centuries simply mention their existence as 
a given fact. Cf. the following quotation from Rosa's Grammatica linguae 
Bohemicae ( 1672: I 0): 

Consonans c/Uf in impressis libris, modemo tempora scribitur absq: ad
ditione literae z, sed Scribae & Cancellistae semper solent ad c/C/t/ addere 
zl in scriptis, sic cz/c'ilrf. 
[The consonants c, ~. i' are written (sic) without addition of the letter z in 
printed books in modem times, but scribes and clerks always use to add z to 
c/CI'f in handwritten texts, thus cz, cf, r't.] 

At that time, orthographic treatises such as the iacek were intended for 
printers, who had to learn the art of applying all the rules of orthography to 
any manuscript which had been given to them. 

Unfortunately, the pro foro intemo orthography has not been studied in 
detail, so far. This is due to the fact that Czech editors tend to transcribe 
books and manuscripts into modern orthography, and only in recent years 
has the awareness that one might possibly overlook phonological 
distinctions by doing so been growing. A thorough analysis of the pro foro 
interno orthography will probably show broad sociolinguistic variations 
and even the existence of add itional orthograph ic systems, based on a 
mixture of both orthographies. One example is the orthography of the East 
Bohemian painter Josef Ceregetti ( 1722- 1797), whose chronicle of the 
town of Chrudim I edited in 2005. Ceregetti used only the dot as diacritic 
and combined it with the vowels a and e and with the consonants c, z, r, n; 
contrary to contemporary use he also wrote ou instead of au. See the title 
page of the chronicle (Berger and Maly 2005): 

Hillorya Chrudimska, w nif fe wipifuge pocatek M~lla Chrudim~. gakof 
take lkaza, a zafe poznow willawenj, a wlfelikych w~cy w nem zbehlych. 
[History of Chrudim, in which the beginning of the town of Chrudim is 
described, as well as its corruption and its reconstruction and all things 
which happened in it.] 

From the middle of the 18th century onwards, grammarians began to 
recommend that one should write in the same way as books are printed (cf. 
Schamschula 1973: 160; Berger 2008: 43-44); after 1800 the pro foro 
interno orthography became obsolete. Since then, only diacritical 
orthography has been used for writing and printing Czech. 
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9. Conclusion 

The diacritical orthography was - in a ll likelihood - designed by a religious 
reformer who used to preach in the vernacular and who supported the 
cultivation of the vernacular as a literary language. Though manuscripts 
used the Older Digraph Orthography till the end of the 18th century and 
printed books adopted the diacritical system rather s lowly, translators of the 
Bible played a crucial role in propagating a uniform orthography based on 
Hus's proposals. And the first translation of the whole Bible by the Czech 
Brethren served as the main example of good Czech for several centuries, 
even among the Catho lics. 
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9. Conclusion 

The diacritical orthography was - in a ll likelihood - designed by a religious 
reformer who used to preach in the vernacular and who supported the 
cultivation of the vernacular as a literary language. Though manuscripts 
used the Older Digraph Orthography till the end of the 18th century and 
printed books adopted the diacritical system rather s lowly, translators of the 
Bible played a crucial role in propagating a uniform orthography based on 
Hus's proposals. And the first translation of the whole Bible by the Czech 
Brethren served as the main example of good Czech for several centuries, 
even among the Catho lics. 
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Croatian 
On the creation of Croatian: 
The development of Croatian Latin orthography 
in the 16th century* 

Roland Marti 

0. Introduction 

In many respects it is difficult to fit Croatia into simple and clear-cut cate
gories. Nowhere is this more valid than in the area of writing. This applies 
to all aspects of writing. First of all, it is evident with regard to the "mate
rial" of writing, i.e., the alphabet. To my knowledge, Croatian is the only 
language in Europe that has developed a written tradition in three different 
alphabets, alphabets which were for a considerable period of time used 
simultaneously.1 Secondly, a similar complexity obtains with regard to the 
way in which the language is rendered in writing in the Latin tradition . 
Influenced by neighbours adhering to different systems, Croatian experi
mented with many solutions before eventually settling for the orthography 
now in use. And it was, finally, the language itself that lacked uniformity. 
As a result of the historical, political, geographical and religious situation, 
several "dialect traditions" developed and were often perceived as being the 
representatives of different languages. This is also borne out by the fact that 
Croatian, historically, was a language of many names ("lllyrian", "Croa
tian", "Siavonian" [?], "Dalmatian", to name but those that were the most 
common).2 It was not until the 19th century that one written tradition fi
nally gained the upper hand and was generally accepted as the only stan
dard for all Croats. All of these factors contribute to the fact that Croatian 
orthography is a most complex affair. At the same time, it is a highly typi
cal example of the problems inherent in the creation and evolution of or
thographies, since it demonstrates the extent of possible variation and the 
consequences of eo-occurrence and competition of various systems. It thus 
deserves more attention than has been paid to it, be it in general linguistic 
discussions of orthographic systems, or in descriptions of the history of the 
Croatian language.3 The following overview does not aim at filling these 
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